serving dishes together that seemed incompatible. They subverted French colonial categories at the same time as they used their control of French practices to gain power over Vietnamese rivals. New food practices disrupted rigid social hierarchies, whether those hierarchies were traditional or imposed by the colonizers.
In this essay I do not treat "identity" as a fixed attribute, nor as if it were chosen at will. Identities are constructed within networks of power and domination, so that reshaping the parameters of one's identity, even slightly, can subvert the structures that rely on an understanding of those parameters for their power.
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This essay tries to show some of the ambiguities of colonial identities as they were lived, rather than as they were imagined by the colonial regime. To highlight these ambiguities, I focus on the concrete details of everyday life, showing how individuals felt pulled in many directions. Colonial cuisine provided an opportunity for Vietnamese people to change some of the social practices associated with being Vietnamese; in doing so they subtly subverted colonialism by breaking down the inflexible social divisions imposed by the French state. I argue that even cultural borrowings from the French and apparent collaboration could be subversive, given the anti-assimilationist expectations of the colonizers. But such subversion also took a toll on the Vietnamese. Those who borrowed French customs had to accept that they were thereby undercutting their own connections to their communities and traditions.
As we will see, Vietnamese elites explored European food for pleasure or for personal prestige under the power imbalances of colonialism. But the French in Vietnam misread the double meanings behind adoption of European cuisine: the Vietnamese not only saw food as a realm where they could imitate and flatter their colonizers, but also as an opportunity to comment subtly on how the French themselves were formed by their cuisine. Far from simply serving to underscore French dominance, culinary borrowings allowed individuals to experiment with cultural hybridity and the politics of transgressing both French and Vietnamese expectations.
Vietnamese cuisine itself also opened up conflicting Vietnamese identities, constructed in terms of comparative social geography (regional, urban, or national) rather than as a single, coherent model of Vietnamese identity. The geographical divisions of colonialism and a new urban expansion forced the Vietnamese to become increasingly aware of different cuisines within their national community. These variations hinted at both the cultural resources and the regional antagonisms that would come into play as Vietnamese opposition to colonialism developed during the twentieth century.
Cross-Cultural Dining Among the Elites
Food offered an arena where at first only Vietnamese elites could experiment with and display contingent identities. Under colonialism, some upper-class Vietnamese gradually acquired a taste for Western foods, often as a marker of their wealth or modern ideas. The desire for conspicuous consumption led elite Vietnamese to eat foods imagined as French. They could demonstrate their abil-
